
One of the biggest problems enterprises have 

in managing their application security programs 

is combining and understanding testing results 

gathered from different tools and services, each 

with their own dashboards and results.

With SaltMiner, enterprises have an automated 

way to aggregate, analyze, and report on 

results from scans conducted using different 

technologies, and to do it at scale.
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SaltMiner A Solution for Enterprise 
Application Security Management

SaltMiner Helps Enterprises:

See all vulnerabilities across all applications in an 
entire organization in a single dashboard view

Manage thousands of applications and scans, and 
all the testers who interact with them 

Aggregate and analyze application testing results 
no matter their technology of origin 

Prove compliance by ensuring applications are 
being tested with the right technology at the right 
time in the right order
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A true enterprise-wide 
picture of application 
security risk and needs

Focused vulnerability 
reports for testers that 
maximize their efforts

Drill-down and customizable 
reporting filterable by business 
unit/owner, vulnerability type, 
criticality level, IP range, 
vulnerability trends, and more

Exportable application 
security results and 
data for GRC, SOCs, 
other dashboards, etc. 
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The First True Enterprise AppSec Management 
Tool and Data Warehouse

Managing results generated from different scans, 
scanners, and testers requires constant manual 
effort. SaltMiner revolutionizes application security 
management by combining testing results no 
matter what their tool of origin, serving as a result 
reporting repository and true enterprise wide 
application security management tool.

Executive Metrics and Trend Reporting

CISOs need to understand their application security 
risk across their entire organization. SaltMiner 
delivers customizable executive metrics for 
unparalleled enterprise-wide understanding of 
organizational risk and needs.

Application security changes over time, even if no 
code changes have been made. It changes because 
new vulnerabilities are discovered, patches aren’t 
applied, and testers have more demands than can 
be met. SaltMiner trend reporting helps prove not 
only compliance with results, but also by showing 
how applications are tested.
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